Heartfulness
Through meditation, achieve

Getting a good night’s sleep

Note: You need to attend the 3 Heartfulness masterclasses or have 3 meditation
sessions with a trainer before going further. In case you have not, please click here

Heartfulness

STAGES OF PRACTICE

LIST OF ACTIVITIES
1 Heartfulness relaxation followed by meditation with transmission
2 Why the heart?
3 How to deal with thoughts in meditation?
4 What is transmission?
5 Teaching others to relax
6 Deepening meditation by the practice of rejuvenation
7 Deepening meditation by connecting with your source
8 Individual meditation at home
9 Sharing relaxation and meditation with your friends and family
10 What brings happiness
1 1 Daily routine
1 2 Attitude for meditation
1 3 Experience: observing and sharing
1 4 Conscious living: how to change?
1 5 How to stay centred and not react to difficulties?
1 6 Getting a good night’s sleep
1 7 Excel in whatever you do
1 8 Observe yourself and write a diary
1 9 What have you discovered about yourself?
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These stages of practice are for self-assessment and self-development. Use them for yourself,
to track and develop your personal journey. The benefits of these activity are directly
proportional to your interest and commitment to yourself.
You can begin by setting personal goals. Try to attain those goals by the time you complete
the program, and then to develop beyond. There are weekly activities, including articles,
video links and questions, to allow you to delve deeper and gather the best experience.
The activities are of four types:

Something to practice

Something to do

Something to read

Something to ponder

Session 10

GETTING A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP
A little discipline in
how well and how
deeply you sleep
determines your state
of mind throughout
the day.

Sleep well for your well-being

You will meditate in the morning without
struggling with your consciousness. When
we are fully alert in the morning, lovingly

KAMLESH D. PATEL speaks
about the importance of a
good night’s sleep

we can invite the higher consciousness or
Divine Principle in meditation, and be one
with that Essence. Then some beautiful
conditions will be created in the heart.
And when it is so intense it stays with us;
if we try to shake it off it won’t go away.
Such is the permanency of the condition
created when our consciousness is able
to receive. If our morning meditation is

If people were to discipline their sleep cycles their
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hampered, the whole day will be spoilt.

lives could be changed. Sleep early. There are serious

For a person who has never meditated,

repercussions if you don’t discipline your sleep cycle,

it makes no difference; it is another day

because it is like an inner butterfly effect. You have heard

gone by like roaring oceans. These

that story, that a butterfly flaps its wings in the Amazon, one

roaring oceans look so beautiful and you

leaf starts fluttering, two leaves start, three start, and there

can write poems about them, but the real

is a snowstorm created in North America. A little discipline

beauty is a pond without any waves when

in how well and how deeply you sleep determines your

there is utter serenity. Even the dropping

state of mind throughout the day.

of a small leaf can create a disturbance.
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When we are
fully alert in
the morning,
lovingly we can
invite the higher
consciousness or
Divine Principle in
meditation, and
be one with that
Essence. Then
some beautiful
conditions will be
created in
the heart.

The choice is ours. Do we want to lead

Watch this when you go to sleep by 9 or 10

a life like the roaring oceans, which are

o’clock, and observe the right nostril switch

so pleasing to so many people today?

to the left and then in the morning the left

Because if we do we will never know

to the right. If you get the right amount of

what is happening – we are lost in the

sleep, your right nostril will automatically

waves of our disturbed consciousness.

be predominant in the morning as soon

But when the consciousness is settled,

as you get up. Over millennia our systems

even the slightest change or variation is

have evolved in such a way that when the

noticed, the way even the slightest fall of

sun rises certain hormonal patterns are

the lightest leaf can create waves.

triggered. If you follow the rhythm, then

In the yogic shastras, great significance

your health will automatically improve.

was given to both nostrils. Ideally, the

Now, what happens when you go to bed

right nostril should be predominant

very late at night? If you go against the

during the daytime and the left nostril

rhythm, it is like swimming against the

should be predominant at night. Why? In

current, and this will consume you over

short, the solar impact on our physiology

time. When your strength and youthfulness

is directly related to the movement of

start to decline, your decline in health will

both the sun and moon. When something

speak volumes. It is better to set a pattern

is not right, a switch occurs. In the

now.

olden days people would examine their
breathing, and if it was not as it should be
they would drink hot water and do things
like pranayama, walking etc. If you are
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I think nightly activities are a curse of the
modern world. Because of electricity,
there isn’t much difference between day
and night. Starved sleep patterns reflect
irregularities and our health suffers
because of that. Our immunity also goes
down because the nervous system is
breaking down.

very careful, just around sunrise you will

Extensive studies have been conducted

witness a slow shift from the left to the

on people who work at night. If we

right nostril and at sunset from the right

observe their health patterns, we find

to the left. And if you happen to meditate

their ageing to be very rapid. Most of us

at that time it will be like a rocket – it is

are not forced to work at night, we have

just the right time, because the balance

a choice, yet our lifestyle is like those

is there between your sympathetic and

who are helpless and must work at night.

parasympathetic nervous systems.

We volunteer to stay awake all night,
watching all kinds of stuff. Whether we
look at it spiritually or
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health-wise, it is self-defeating. So why

Early in the
morning, nature’s
energy flows in one
direction towards
the Source. It is not
a physical energy. It
is best to meditate
when you are
flowing with those
currents.

that one fundamental thing all your life. You will wake up frustrated and sleepless. You
will not be able to meditate properly. If you cannot meditate properly, you won’t have
a proper spiritual condition to work with and you won’t have a proper consciousness
even for mundane things. You have uprooted your consciousness, which is the very
guiding force.
You have exposed yourself to so many things, and you are now vulnerable. More and
more, you collect impressions throughout the day. It is a vicious cycle.
Per contra, if you have a finer condition, a purer condition, a blissful condition, you are
more grateful. This gratitude emerging from the heart creates a bond between your
Maker and you. There is great benefit in this, and as you get more and more benefit
you feel like doing more and more.
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So if you want to go further, adjust your sleep patterns, otherwise you will struggle with

Reprinted from Heartfulness Magazine, Issue 1,
heartfulnessmagazine.com

indulge? How are we going to build
our destiny? We have already decided
upon a destructive path if we do not
follow the natural rhythm.
There is a beautiful statement by Ram
Chandra of Shahjahanpur that you can
either swim with the river’s flow, or you
can swim against the flow, but it will
consume you. Early in the morning,
nature’s energy flows in one direction
towards the Source. It is not a physical
energy. It is best to meditate when
you are flowing with those currents. If
you try to meditate after sunrise, it is
like swimming against the current, and
meditation becomes more difficult.
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Heartfulness
Through meditation, achieve

Connect with us
Contact a trainer

I want to dive deeper at my own
pace but with periodic assistance
from a certified Heartfulness trainer
(I’m aware that there are no charges applicable)

Go further myself

I want to dive deeper and
practice on my own

Gift Heartfulness

I would like to share the gift of
Heartfulness with family, friends or
at my workplace

Subscribe

I would like to receive literature
and audio-visual material from
time to time
Heartfulness Magazine
Speaking Tree
You Tube

Please contact one of our trainers at heartspots.heartfulness.org
or email us at info@heartfulness.org
Contact numbers: Canada & USA 1 844 879 4327 I India 1 800 103 7726 I Australia 02 8004 6547
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